Decanting Old Wine
There are various reasons for decanting wine (rather than simply pouring it into glasses from
the bottle). Young wines are sometimes decanted to allow more aeration (vs just pouring) and
thereby “open them up”; wines are sometimes decanted to rid them of slight off-odors.
Old wines are decanted mainly to allow the separation of clear wine from sediments that
form in the wine during ageing. This last reason is what is going to be described here.

Old bottles
The tools: the old wine (cork
will get
already removed); a decanter, a
dusty in
your cellar, clean cloth or towel, and a
source of bright light, such as a
unless you
bright flashlight or a candle.
dust them
regularly
(not recom- Step 1: Arrange the decanter and
mended).
flashlight or candle as shown above.

Step 2: (after removing cork, separate page)
Remove as much of the capsule as possible;
clean the neck of the bottle. You’ll want to be
able to see through it! Turn the flashlight on.

If you know
in advance
that a wine
you’ll be
drinking has
been lying on
its side and
has sediments, it’s a
good idea to
stand it
upright for
up to a week
before
opening.

Continue decanting while
watching the wine thru the
neck of the bottle, aided by
the flashlight or candle.

Step 3: (Unless you own an expensive Decanting
“Cradle”, shown at left), carefully move and tilt
the bottle (by hand) so the mouth is right above
the mouth of the decanter, and the light shines
thru the neck of the bottle. Continue carefully
tilting the bottle so that wine begins to pour,
WITHOUT ‘GLUGGING’, into the decanter.

Step 4: As the bottle nears being empty, carefully
observe the beam of light thru the bottle neck, and the
clarity of the wine moving thru it. When you see the
beginnings of the wine’s sediment, stop pouring by
reversing the tilt of the bottle slightly. Although some
purists frown on the practice, some or all of the remaining wine can be rendered drinkable by pouring
it thru a funnel lined with a coffee filter.

